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We are interested in knowing how you think the price 
of your home will evolve in the next 12 months: 
Distribute 10 points among the following 5 possibilities, 
assigning more points to the scenarios you think are 
more likely (assign 0 if a scenario looks impossible).

Large drop (more than 6%)

Moderate drop (around 3%)

Approximately stable

Moderate increase (around 3%)

Large increase (more than 6%)

Don’t know 

No answer

One motivation for introducing this question in the EFF 
is the importance of real estate assets in the wealth of 
Spanish households (80% of the value of household 
assets) all along the wealth distribution (88% for the 
bottom quartile and 67.5% for the top decile). Aside 
from a high proportion of owner occupier households 
(83%), 36% of Spanish households hold some other 
real estate property.

It is also a timely question due to the housing market 
collapse that shattered house price expectations after 
2007 in Spain. The number of households buying 
housing dropped dramatically from an overall annual 
average rate of 2.3% between 2002 and 2005 to 1.1% 
in 2011.  According to the data I analyze, in 2011 over 
23% of households expected a large drop (of over 6%) 
in the future price of their homes. Moreover, among 
households expecting such large drops, the fraction 
who bought a car was half the fraction in the total 
population (4.5% instead of 9.4%).

FEaturEs

MEasuring ExpEctations FroM housEhold survEys: 
nEW rEsults on suBjEctivE proBaBilitiEs  
oF FuturE housE pricEs
OlyMPIA BOvER

wORkInG PAPER nº 1535

Despite widespread agreement on the fundamental 
role of expectations in explaining behavior, direct 
measurement of individual expectations is a relatively 
recent activity. The standard practice in the economics 
of the last century was to infer the individuals’ decision 
process from their observed choices, but this  
strategy requires strong assumptions. Alternatively, 
macroeconomic analysts often use surveys of 
professional forecasters, but the relevant expectations 
are those held by individuals and firms. 

There is still uncertainty among economists about the 
value of addressing subjective probabilistic expectations 
in household surveys. Are household expectations 
collected through surveys trustworthy? Do subjective 
household survey expectations really improve the ability 
to predict behavior? 

Recently, questions on probabilistic house price 
expectations have been introduced in the Spanish 
Survey of Household Finances (Encuesta Financiera de 
las Familias, EFF). This paper analyzes the data on 
subjective expectations about house prices collected in 
that Survey. Households are asked to distribute ten 
points among five different scenarios concerning the 
price change of their homes over the next 12 months. In 
this way respondents provide information not only about 
point expectations but also about the probabilities they 
assign to different future outcomes, and hence reveal 
some information about their degree of uncertainty. 

This analysis shows that asking questions of this type 
to Spanish households is feasible, as shown by the 
high response rate and by the results of a coherency 
analysis.

1  Subjective house price expectations in the Spanish 
Survey of household Finances

Individuals answering the 2011 EFF questionnaire 
were asked the following:

http://www.bde.es/f/webbde/SES/Secciones/Publicaciones/PublicacionesSeriadas/DocumentosTrabajo/15/Fich/dt1535e.pdf
http://www.bde.es/f/webbde/SES/Secciones/Publicaciones/PublicacionesSeriadas/DocumentosTrabajo/15/Fich/dt1535e.pdf
http://www.bde.es/f/webbde/SES/Secciones/Publicaciones/PublicacionesSeriadas/DocumentosTrabajo/15/Fich/dt1535e.pdf
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Item non-response. Only 4.1% of households who 
participated in the EFF2011 did not answer the house 
price expectation question.1 This percentage is higher 
for non-owner occupiers (10.7%) than for owners of 
their main residence (3.2%). Men are more prone to 
answering the question than women (2.8% vs. 6.2% 
non-response) and non-response rates decrease with 
education (7% for individuals with up to primary 
education, 2.3% for those with secondary education, 
and 1.4% in case of holding a university degree). By 
age, the non-response of people over 64 stands out. 

Bunching in the middle of the scale. The percentage 
of respondents placing all ten points in the middle-of-
the-scale option is 18.8%. while a fraction of 
individuals giving all ten points to the no house price 
change option may do so because they are unable to 
express beliefs about the future path of house prices, 
there may be others who strongly believe that the price 
of their house will experience no change over the next 
12 months. 

Number of intervals used. 61% of the respondents 
express uncertainty by putting some probability mass 
in more than one interval, while 28% of all respondents 
use more than two intervals (see Table 3 of the paper). 
Only 6.3% use all five intervals. 

Using non-adjacent intervals. There is a negligible 
fraction of respondents (1.6%) that assign non-zero 
probabilities to non-adjacent intervals.

Average histogram and most frequent answers. 
Figure 1 shows an average histogram, showing the 
percentage of probability mass placed in each of the 
5 predefined intervals of the density function. The 
figure shows that respondents overwhelmingly put 
most of the probability mass in the expected drop-in-
price region. Therefore, Spanish households at the 
end of 2011 were in general not expecting increases 
in the price of their homes over the next 12 months.2 
But importantly, around this average of distributions 
there is substantial heterogeneity in individual 
subjective probability distributions. As an illustration, I 
order the individual distributions by their median and 
show some percentiles of this “distribution of 
distributions” (Figure 2).

No uncertainty. 33% of respondents believe the price 
of their homes will drop for sure during 2012 (they 
distribute all points between intervals 1 and 2 –large or 

1  Taking into account population weights the estimated per-
centage in the population is 5%. 

2  Aggregate house prices had been falling in Spain since 2007.

SOURCE: Banco de España, Spanish Survey of Household Finances (EFF).

FIGURE 1AVERAGE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF 
FUTURE HOUSE PRICES
EFF 2011
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FIGURE 2ORDERING INDIVIDUAL DISTRIBUTIONS BY THEIR 
MEDIAN: PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 
SPECIFIC QUANTILES OF THE MEDIAN
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The regression equations are of the form:

q t i = X i  bt + Z i g  t + ut i

where X i is a vector of household characteristics such 
as age, education, gender, income and wealth. 
Moreover, Z i is a vector of house characteristics, which 
includes postal code dummies, the logarithm of the 
household’s estimate of the current price per square 
meter of the house, and in some cases also an indicator 
of age of the house.

we observe smaller expected declines in the lower 
part of the distribution as age increases. In addition, 
the results on gender stand out. Being a woman 
produces a positive shift in house price expectations 
that is particularly noticeable at the median and at the 
top quartile. This is difficult to explain in terms of 
differences in information as one may do with 
occupation or age. This effect only appears after 
controlling for postal code fixed effects.

Uncertainty and demographics. As a first measure of 
individual forecast uncertainty I consider the inter-
quartile range. A distinct effect on uncertainty is age. 
Older people express less uncertain expectations. 

Are people with more certain expectations more 
accurate? As an indicator of the potential association 
between accuracy and certainty I calculated the 
correlation between the median and the inter-quartile 
range of the individual subjective distributions. It turns 
out to be -0.4. Therefore, more certain individuals tend 
to predict smaller decreases in house prices. Given the 
actual declines described above, such negative 
correlation would suggest that more certain expectations 
are less accurate. This result is consistent with recent 
evidence in psychology that superforecasters are more 
uncertain about their forecasts.

Importance of detailed location of the house. 
location at the postal code level accounts for 97% of 
the observed variation in the estimated median 
expectation and for 95% of the variation in uncertainty 
across households (as measured by the inter-quartile 
range). 

Relating expectations to local housing and labour 
markets. Estimated postal code fixed effects are 
regressed on housing and labour market variables, in 
particular rates of return on housing and unemployment 
rates at the province level. The results show that when 
forming expectations about the future price of their 
home respondents extrapolate the recent evolution of 
the labour and housing markets in their province. This 

moderate drop). Over half of these respondents 
attribute all ten points to one of the two price drop 
alternatives, and hence answer without uncertainty. 

2  Relating heterogeneity in expectations  
to housing and household characteristics 

I use the subject responses to fit a probability 
distribution for each respondent and calculate all 
individual quantiles by linear extrapolation.3 To look at 
the variability in these distributions, I estimate least 
squares regressions of individual quantiles on 
measured characteristics and postal code dummies. 

Individual density position measures and 
demographics. I examine the association between 
quantiles at various points of the estimated individual 
densities and demographics, within postal codes. In 
particular I consider the individual median and the 10th, 
25th, 75th, and 90th percentiles as distributional 
measures for each respondent. 

3  The distribution is assumed to be “saturated”. This is a tech-
nical assumption which helps avoid placing restrictions on 
the form of the distribution. 

SOURCE: Banco de España, Spanish Survey of Household Finances (EFF).

FIGURE 2ORDERING INDIVIDUAL DISTRIBUTIONS BY THEIR 
MEDIAN: PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 
SPECIFIC QUANTILES OF THE MEDIAN (con’t)
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expectations. Additionally, the occurrence of positive 
or negative income shocks is controlled for by 
exploiting the information provided by a question in 
the EFF on whether current household income is 
higher than usual, lower than usual, or as usual. Other 
variables included in the models are: log net household 
wealth and its interactions with the house price 
expectations dummies, respondent gender, age, 
number of persons in the household, couple dummy, 
children dummy, and labour status dummies for the 
respondent and partner (if any). 

Results. The results in Table 1 show that the most 
pessimistic households have a significantly lower 
probability of buying a house than the rest. The 
reduction in probability is of 0.8 percentage points at 
the median wealth level, but higher (1.24 pp) at the 
80th wealth percentile. Uncertainty about the evolution 
of future house prices is also associated with 
reductions in the probability of buying a house. The 
magnitude of this reduction is 0.6 pp at the median 
and 0.8 pp at the 80th percentile. larger effects at the 
top of the wealth distribution appear sensible, as 
wealthier households are the ones most prone to 
buying second housing. 

Expecting a large drop in house prices is also 
associated with a 4.5 pp decrease in the probability of 
buying a car at the median level of wealth, but not for 
wealthier households. However, uncertain expectations 
are positively correlated with the probability of buying 
a car and, mostly, with other big ticket items. These 
results could reflect some substitution effects.

is true both for the location of the distribution and for 
the measure of uncertainty. For example, an increase 
in the unemployment rate in the previous year of 1 
percentage point leads to a decrease of 0.18 
percentage point in expected median house price, and 
to an increase of 0.1 point in uncertainty as measured 
by the inter-quartile range.

3  house price expectations and consumption 
decisions

Expectations and decisions. One of the main purposes 
of collecting subjective expectation data is to help 
understand behavior. I use information on expenditure 
outcomes on various items available in the EFF to see 
if house price expectations are predictive of purchase 
and expenditure decisions once a rich set of controls 
are taken into account.

Empirical model. In the empirical models I include two 
variables measuring household beliefs about future 
house prices. To reflect the location of those expectations, 
a dummy is defined taking the value 1 for people 
expecting a large drop with certainty (that is, people who 
assign all 10 points to the option “more than 6%” drop). 
To capture uncertainty about the expectation location, 
another dummy is defined taking the value 1 for 
respondents assigning points to more than one option. 

The information in the EFF makes it possible to control 
for expectations about future household income and 
hence identify house price expectations net of income 

Memo: % of households buying

Expectation variables (a)
(1)

Municip.
dummies

(2)
Within postal 

codes

(3)
Municip.
dummies

(4)
Within postal 

codes

(5)
Municip.
dummies

(6)
Within postal 

codes

Large certain drop

55.3-08.2***59.5-**64.4-***357.0-**628.0-htlaew ten naidem ta    

54.3-70.278.2-38.2-***539.0-***42.1-htlaew ten fo elitnecrep ht08 ta    

Uncertainty

063.0***90.820.1*76.2***006.0-*926.0-htlaew ten naidem ta    

43.3***5.2166.146.2***907.0-**308.0-htlaew ten fo elitnecrep ht08 ta    

51.1427.0774.0-41.21480.0541.0-tnerruc naht rehgih emocnI

04.3-700.0-12.177.1132.0-656.0tnerruc naht rewol emocnI

0,5910,50,5910,50,5910,5snoitavresbO

Other housing Car purchase Other big ticket items

%99.14%24.9%75.0

EFFECTS OF HP EXPECTATIONS ON AVERAGE PROBABILITIES OF PURCHASE TABLE 1

NOTE: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

a Probabilities are shown in percentage terms. Columns 1, 3, 5 from probit and 2,4,6 from tobit.
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policy spillovErs and synErgiEs in a MonEtary union
ÓSCAR ARCE, SAMUEl HURTADO AnD CARlOS THOMAS

wORkInG PAPER #1540

We provide a general equilibrium framework for 
analyzing the effects of supply and demand side policies, 
and the potential synergies between them, in an 
asymmetric monetary union that faces a liquidity trap 
and a slow deleveraging process in its ‘periphery’. We 
find that the joint implementation of pro-competition 
structural reforms in the periphery, a fiscal expansion in 
the ‘core’, and forward guidance about the future path 
of nominal interest rates, produces positive synergies 
between the three policies: forward guidance reinforces 
the expansionary effects of country-specific policies, 
and the latter in turn improve the effectiveness of 
forward guidance.

1  introduction

The global financial crisis that began in 2008 triggered a 
deep and prolonged setback for aggregate demand in all 
major industrialized economies, paving the way for 
persistently low inflation rates. In the European Monetary 
Union (EMU), the crisis has also forcefully revealed the 
imbalances and efficiency gaps across member states. 
In most of the so-called ‘periphery’, the combination of 
high indebtedness, deleveraging, and widespread 
dysfunctionalities in labor and product markets is feeding 
fears of a long-lasting scenario of weak and fragile 
growth, with adverse consequences for the entire union.

In this context, many voices are calling for a simultaneous 
implementation of supply- and demand-side policies 
within the EMU. On the supply side, the removal of 
inefficiencies and the enhancement of market 
competition are invoked as the only lever available to the 
periphery so as to regain its competitiveness vis-à-vis 
the rest of the EMU. On the demand side, given that the 
periphery lacks sufficient fiscal space to stimulate 
domestic demand, and that the European Central Bank 
is already constrained by the zero lower bound (ZlB), 
attention has shifted towards the role of non-standard 
monetary policies and the possibility of expansionary 
fiscal measures in the ̀ core’. Moreover, the policy debate 
has progressively moved towards two closely interlinked 
issues: first, the potential for policy-induced spillovers 
across countries within EMU and, second, the likely 
complementarities or synergies between non-standard 
monetary policy, structural reforms, and fiscal policy1.

The issue of fiscal spillovers in a monetary union has 
recently been the subject of formal quantitative 
analysis, e.g. by Erceg and lindé (2013) and Blanchard, 
Erceg and lindé (2014). However, relatively less is 
known about cross-country spillovers induced by the 
adoption of structural reforms in one part of the union. 
Critically, even less is known about the potential 
synergies between such structural reforms, fiscal 
expansion in the rest of the union, and non-conventional 
monetary policies at the union level. In this paper, we 
address these issues in the context of a multi-country 
monetary union model.

Methodology

we construct a nonlinear general equilibrium model of 
an asymmetric two-country (‘core’ and ‘periphery’) 
monetary union. In both countries, households and 
firms borrow long-term subject to collateral constraints. 
we construct a baseline scenario aimed at capturing 
key features of the current macroeconomic landscape 
in the EMU. First, the periphery is assumed to be hit by 
an adverse financial shock that tightens the collateral 
requirements on the loans to households and firms. 
This shock, combined with collateral constraints and 
long-run debt, gives rise to a protracted and costly 
process of deleveraging in the periphery with 
implications for the monetary union as a whole. 
Second, a union-wide demand shock causes a 
reduction in inflation that is large enough to drive the 
monetary authority’s nominal interest rate towards its 
ZlB. Both shocks combine to produce a long-lasting 
recession and persistently low inflation in the currency 
union as a whole. 

Results

Against this background, we first analyze the effects of 
two types of country-specific macroeconomic policies: 
structural reforms in the periphery (consisting of 
reductions in price- and wage-setters’ monopolistic 
rents), and a temporary increase in government 
spending in the core. we show that these two policies 
have opposite spillover effects in the context of a 
liquidity trap. On one hand, a fiscal expansion in the 
core produces sizeable positive spillovers for the 
periphery, through the mechanism described by 
Blanchard et al. (2014): the increase in core inflation 
favors the periphery both by improving its 1  See, for example, Draghi (2014, 2015), European Commission 

(2014) and IMF (2014). 

http://www.bde.es/f/webbde/SES/Secciones/Publicaciones/PublicacionesSeriadas/DocumentosTrabajo/15/Fich/dt1540e.pdf
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we then quantify the synergies between the three 
policies. Figure 1 displays the effects of jointly 
implementing both types of country-specific policies 
(structural reforms in the periphery, fiscal expansion in 

competitiveness and, for as long as the economy 
remains at the ZlB, by reducing its real interest rates. 
By contrast, (deflationary) structural reforms in the 
periphery tend to produce a negative (though relatively 
small) effect on the core.

we next consider the possibility that the monetary 
authority follows a ‘forward guidance’ policy aimed at 
raising area-wide GDP and inflation while in the liquidity 
trap. In particular, we assume the central bank commits 
to keeping the interest rate at zero for two more quarters 
than what its standard rule would dictate. Such a policy 
is found to have positive effects, of a similar magnitude, 
in the output of both regions.2

2  This last result obtains despite the fact that, during the delever-
aging phase (which lasts longer than the liquidity trap in our 
simulations), the credit flow in the periphery is frozen, imply-
ing that credit-constrained agents are not exposed to the usual 
intertemporal consumption substitution channel of forward 
guidance. Thus, in our setup the effectiveness of forward guid-
ance on the periphery is related to other transmission channels, 
such as the core-periphery trade channel and net worth effects 
on the balance-sheets of deleveraging agents.

MARGINAL EFFECTS OF NATIONAL POLICIES, WITH AND WITHOUT FORWARD 
GUIDANCE IN THE BASELINE (a)

FIGURE 1
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policies, the associated cross-country spillovers, and 
the potential synergies between such policies, in an 
asymmetric monetary union that faces a liquidity trap 
and a slow deleveraging process in its ‘periphery’. 
Inspired by the current situation in the EMU, we 
consider on the effects of: (i) forward guidance about 
the future path of nominal policy interest rates, as a 
means of alleviating the constraints imposed by a 
binding ZlB; (ii) a fiscal expansion in the ‘core’, where 
presumably such fiscal room exists; and (iii) pro-
competition structural reforms in the periphery. we find 
potentially sizable economic gains from the joint 
implementation of these policies. Forward-guidance 
reinforces the expansionary effects of country-specific 
policies, and the latter in turn improve the effectiveness 
of forward guidance. Our analysis stresses the 
importance of jointly implementing forward guidance 
and both supply- and demand-side country-specific 
policies, as it is this package that maximizes the 
positive synergies.

the core) relative to two different reference scenarios: 
our baseline no-policy scenario, and an alternative 
baseline in which the central bank implements forward 
guidance. The expansionary effects of national stimulus 
measures increase by a sizable amount when they are 
accompanied by forward guidance by the monetary 
authorities.3 Importantly, these positive synergies take 
place both for the monetary union as a whole and for 
each individual country.

we identify two prominent channels for these synergies. 
On the one hand, country-specific policies produce 
expansionary effects that run beyond the short term, 
especially in the case of structural reforms that may 
yield permanent effects on output. Thus, the forward-
guidance-driven reduction in long-run real interest 
rates raises the present-discounted value of such 
gains, via income and net worth effects, with the 
resulting positive effect on current consumption and 
investment (discounting effect). 

On the other hand, different country-specific policies 
have different effects on the date at which the nominal 
rate exits the ZlB (the lift-off date) and the intensity of 
its rise once outside the ZlB; we refer to this channel as 
the lift-off effect. In particular, an inflationary demand-
side measure such as a fiscal expansion in the Core 
brings forward the lift-off date, which moderates its 
expansionary effect on output. This is shown in Figure 2, 
which displays how each national policy affects the 
path of union-wide inflation and the nominal interest 
rate relative to the baseline scenario. By postponing lift-
off, forward guidance enhances the expansionary 
effects of Core fiscal stimulus. The opposite is true for 
deflationary supply-side policies, such as product 
market reforms in the Periphery. Therefore, the positive 
synergies between the joint national policy package and 
forward guidance shown in Figure 1 stem both from the 
discounting effect, and from the positive lift-off effect of 
fiscal expansion in the core.

Conclusions

we have provided a general equilibrium framework for 
analyzing the effects of supply and demand side 

3  Correspondingly, the expansionary impact of forward guidance 
is substantially enhanced if it is accompanied by implementa-
tion of the respective policy packages in the two countries.

SOURCE: Authors’ calculations.
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WorkEr FloWs in thE EuropEan union during thE 
grEat rEcEssion
JOSé MARíA CASADO, CRISTInA FERnánDEZ AnD JUAn F. JIMEnO

wORkInG PAPER nº 1529

we firstly measure the contribution of worker flows 
across employment, unemployment, and non-
participation to the change in unemployment in eleven 
EU countries during the period 2006-2012, paying 
special attention to which socio-demographic groups 
in each of the countries were most affected by job 
creation and job destruction during the crisis. we find 
that age, to a greater extent than educational 
attainment, is the main determinant of flows from 
employment into unemployment, particularly in those 
countries where unemployment increased most. 
Secondly, we highlight some institutional features of 
the labour market (employment protection legislation, 
unemployment insurance and the incidence of active 
labour market policies) that help explain the cross-
country differences in flows between employment and 
unemployment and in their socio-demographic 
composition. Finally, we examine whether the crisis 
has led to some employment reallocation across 
sectors, finding that, so far, there is no clear evidence 
in favour of cleansing effects.

thE iMpact oF thE Euro on Euro arEa gdp pEr capita
CRISTInA FERnánDEZ AnD PIlAR GARCíA PEREA

wORkInG PAPER nº 1530

This paper poses the following question: what would 
euro area GDP per capita have been, had the monetary 
union not been launched? To this end we use the 
synthetic control methodology. we find that the euro 
did not bring the expected jump to a permanent higher 
growth path. During the early years of the monetary 
union, aggregate GDP per capita in the euro area rose 
slightly above the path predicted by its counterfactual; 
but since the mid-2000s, these gains have been 
completely eroded. Central European countries – 
Germany, the netherlands and Austria – did not seem 
to obtain any gains or losses from the adoption of the 
euro. Ireland, Spain and Greece registered positive and 

significant gains, but only during the expansionary 
years that followed the launch of the euro, while Italy 
and Portugal quickly lagged behind the GDP per capita 
predicted by their counterfactual. we test the 
robustness of the synthetic estimation not only to the 
exclusion of any particular country from the donor pool 
but also to the omission of each of the selected 
determinants of GDP per capita and to the reduction of 
the dimensions in the optimisation programme, namely 
the number of GDP determinants.

institutional drivErs oF capital FloWs
IRMA AlOnSO álvAREZ

wORkInG PAPER nº 1531

This paper empirically analyzes the role of institutional 
factors in shaping the dynamics of gross capital flows. 
we build an institutional quality index and test its 
relevance for both gross capital inflows and outflows 
using a panel of 56 countries, differentiating between 
high-income and low-income economies, over the 
period 1996-2012. we find that institutional quality is a 
significant factor affecting the behavior of both foreign 
and domestic investors. Countries with better 
governance and public sector credibility tend to attract 
more flows. Causality is confirmed through Iv estimates 
for a sub-sample of 25 countries. In addition, we show 
that some governance features matter more than 
others. Specifically, the most relevant institutional 
indicators are Government Effectiveness and Regulatory 
Quality, which capture the government’s ability to 
implement adequate, sound and credible policies. 
Finally, we assess the role of institutional quality during 
periods of financial stress. The analysis suggests that 
domestic investors in countries with a sound institutional 
framework tend to retrench more capital, mitigating the 
negative effects of declining gross capital inflows. 
Therefore, sound institutions incentivize the build-up of 
external assets in high-income countries by promoting 

puBlications 
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of policies to reduce unemployment and labour market 
disparities. Our analysis suggests that the divergence 
in labour market outcomes across Europe is the  
by-product of interactions between, on the one hand, 
shocks of varying size and nature, and, on the other 
hand, country-specific labour market institutions. we 
argue that EU policy coordination and conditionality 
during the Great Recession and the euro area debt 
crisis did not properly take into account these 
interactions. we also propose a change in the European 
policy approach for fighting unemployment.

MEasuring ExpEctations FroM housEhold survEys: 
nEW rEsults on suBjEctivE proBaBilitiEs oF FuturE 
housE pricEs
OlyMPIA BOvER

wORkInG PAPER nº 1535

See Features section.

hEtErogEnEity oF Markups at thE FirM lEvEl  
and changEs during thE grEat rEcEssion:  
thE casE oF spain
CRISTInA FERnánDEZ, AITOR lACUESTA, JOSé MAnUEl MOnTERO 

AnD AlBERTO URTASUn

wORkInG PAPER nº 1536

we broaden the conceptual framework of estimating 
markups at the sectoral level developed by Roeger 
(1995), and extended by Crépon et al. (2005) with 
labour market imperfections, to account for firm-level 
heterogeneity derived from differences in productivity. 
we estimate this model with a comprehensive panel 
of Spanish non-financial corporations for the period 
2001-2007 to find that perfect competition is widely 
rejected in the data. More interestingly, within each 
sector, firms with higher productivity present higher 
markups. Further, we use this empirical setting to 
estimate changes in firm-level markups over the 
course of the crisis (2008/2012). Our results indicate 
that for around 50% of sectors average markups 
increased, following a decrease in the number of 
firms, while for around 35% of industries the relevance 
of within-sector markup heterogeneity decreased at 
the same time that the variance of within-sector TFP 
increased. This last result suggests that the simple 
changes in the number and composition of competing 
firms cannot explain within-sector markups and we 
require additional factors to account for recent 
developments. For instance, we provide evidence that 
both an increase in consumer product substitutability 
and in fixed entry costs during the crisis might be a 
good explanation.

larger outflows in normal times. They also facilitate the 
repatriation of such assets during crises.

disagrEEMEnt aBout inFlation and thE yiEld curvE
PAUl EHlInG, MICHAEl GAllMEyER,  

CHRISTIAn HEyERDAHl-lARSEn AnD PHIlIPP IllEDITSCH

wORkInG PAPER nº 1532

we show theoretically that inflation disagreement drives 
a wedge between real and nominal yields and raises 
their levels and volatilities. we demonstrate empirically 
that an inflation disagreement increase of one standard 
deviation raises real and nominal yields and their 
volatilities, break-even inflation, and the inflation risk 
premium by at least 30% of their respective standard 
deviations. Inflation disagreement is positively related 
to consumers’ cross-sectional consumption growth 
volatility and trading in bonds, interest rate futures, and 
inflation swaps. Calibrating the model to disagreement, 
inflation, and yield data reproduces the economically 
significant impact of inflation disagreement on real and 
nominal yield curves.

controlling a distriBution oF hEtErogEnEous agEnts
GAlO nUñO AnD BEnJAMIn MOll

wORkInG PAPER nº 1533

This paper analyzes the problem of a benevolent 
planner wishing to control a population of heterogeneous 
agents subject to idiosyncratic shocks. This is 
equivalent to a deterministic control problem in which 
the state variable is the cross-sectional distribution. we 
show how, in continuous time, this problem can be 
broken down into a dynamic programming equation 
plus the law of motion of the distribution, and we 
introduce a new numerical algorithm to solve it. As an 
application, we analyze the constrained-efficient 
allocation of an Aiyagari economy with a fat-tailed 
wealth distribution. we find that the constrained-
efficient allocation features more wealth inequality than 
the competitive equilibrium.

thE unBEaraBlE divErgEncE oF unEMployMEnt  
in EuropE
TITO BOERI AnD JUAn F. JIMEnO

wORkInG PAPER nº 1534

Unemployment in Europe is not only “too high”, it is 
also too different across countries that belong to a 
monetary union. In this paper we i) document this 
increasing heterogeneity, ii) try to explain it and iii) draw 
from our diagnosis indications as to the appropriate set 
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undErstanding thE puBlic sEctor pay gap
MARIA M. CAMPOS, DOMEnICO DEPAlO, EvAnGElIA PAPAPETROU, 

JAvIER J. PéREZ AnD ROBERTO RAMOS

wORkInG PAPER nº 1539

we uncover the short- and long-run structural 
determinants of the existing cross-country heterogeneity 
in public-private pay differentials for a broad set of 
OECD countries. we explore micro data (EU-SIlC, 
2004-2012) and macro data (1970-2014). Three results 
stand out. First, when looking at pay gaps based on 
individual data, more than half of the cross-sectional 
variation of the sample can be accounted for by the 
degree of exposure to international competition, and by 
the size of the public sector labour force and its 
composition (i.e. the intensity in the provision of pure 
public goods), while labour market institutions play a 
very limited role. Second, we find that pay gaps have 
narrowed significantly during the recent financial crisis; 
nevertheless, this decrease can be explained by the 
widespread process of fiscal consolidation rather than 
by structural factors. Third, we find that in the log-run 
openness to international trade and improvements in 
the institutional quality of governments are associated 
with decreases in the public-private wage gap. Our 
findings can be rationalised by a body of research 
stressing non-competitive wage settlements in the 
public sector.

policy spillovErs and synErgiEs in a MonEtary union
ÓSCAR ARCE, SAMUEl HURTADO AnD CARlOS THOMAS

wORkInG PAPER nº 1540

See Features section.

thE countErcyclical capital BuFFEr in spain:  
an analysis oF kEy guiding indicators
CHRISTIAn CASTRO, ánGEl ESTRADA AnD JORGE MARTínEZ

wORkInG PAPER nº 1601

This paper analyses a group of quantitative indicators 
to guide the Basel III countercyclical capital buffer 
(CCB) in Spain. Using data covering three stress events 
in the Spanish banking system since the early 1960s, 
we describe a number of conceptual and practical 
issues that may arise with the Basel benchmark buffer 
guide (i.e. the credit-to-GDP gap) and study alternative 
specifications plus a number of complementary 
indicators. In this connection, we explore ways to deal 
with structural changes that may lead to some 
shortcomings in the indicators. Overall, we find that 

thE inFluEncE oF risk-taking on Bank EFFiciEncy: 
EvidEncE FroM coloMBia
MIGUEl SARMIEnTO AnD JORGE E. GAlán

wORkInG PAPER nº 1537

This paper presents a stochastic frontier model with 
random inefficiency parameters which captures the 
influence of risk-taking on bank efficiency and 
distinguishes the effects among banks with different 
characteristics. The model is fitted to a 10-year sample 
of Colombian banks. Cost and profit efficiency are 
found to be over and underestimated, respectively, 
when risk measures are omitted or are not accurately 
modelled. Moreover, the magnitudes at which similar 
levels of risk affect bank efficiency vary with size and 
affiliation. In particular, domestic and small Colombian 
banks benefit more from being highly capitalised, while 
large and foreign banks benefit from higher exposure to 
credit and market risk. Holding more liquid assets is 
found to affect efficiency only at domestic banks. 
lastly, we identify some channels that can explain 
these differences and provide insights for prudential 
regulation.

prudEntial FiltErs, portFolio coMposition and capital 
ratios in EuropEan Banks
ISABEl ARGIMÓn, MICHEl DIETSCH AnD ánGEl ESTRADA

wORkInG PAPER nº 1538

European banks hold 10% of their total assets in 
portfolios that give rise to unrealised gains and losses 
which under Basel III will no longer be allowed to be 
removed from banks’ regulatory capital. Using a sample 
of European banks, and taking advantage of the 
different treatment afforded, under Basel II, to such 
gains and losses among jurisdictions and instruments 
and over time, we find evidence that: a) the inclusion of 
unrealised gains and losses in capital ratios increases 
their volatility; b) the partial inclusion of unrealised 
gains and total inclusion of losses on fixed-income 
securities in regulatory capital, compared with the 
complete exclusion of both (neutralisation), reduces 
the volume of securities categorised as Available For 
Sale (AFS), thus potentially affecting liquidity 
management and demand for bonds (most of which 
are currently government bonds); and c) the higher the 
partial inclusion of gains from debt instruments, the 
lower the holdings of such instruments in the AFS 
category and the higher the regulatory Tier 1 capital 
ratio, thus affecting banks’ capital buffer strategy. we 
do not find evidence that the removal of neutralisation 
would impact capital ratios.
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logit analyses. To research the issue, we have constructed 
a novel dataset containing information on firms’ debt 
securities issuance and their financial accounts for the 
period 2000-2014. To account for firms’ complex 
structures, we look at the balance sheet of the guarantor 
of debt, which need not be the issuing company. The 
dataset comprises 3,944 debt securities, guaranteed by 
firms of 36 emerging economies, which amount to a total 
of 1.2 USD trillion in debt issued.

Fiscal policy and thE cyclE in latin aMErica:  
thE rolE oF Financing conditions and Fiscal rulEs
EnRIQUE AlBEROlA, Iván kATARynIUk, ánGEl MElGUIZO  

AnD REné OROZCO

wORkInG PAPER nº 1604

Their strong macroeconomic position when the 
financial crisis erupted allowed latin American 
economies to mitigate its impact through fiscal 
expansions, reversing the characteristic procyclical 
behaviour of fiscal policy. At the same time, in the last 
two decades fiscal rules have been extensively adopted 
in the region. This paper analyses the stabilising role of 
discretionary fiscal policy over time, and the role of 
fiscal financing conditions and fiscal rules in the 
behaviour of a sample of eight latin American 
economies. The analysis shows three main results: i) 
fiscal policies became countercyclical during the crisis, 
but they have turned procyclical again in recent years; 
ii) financing conditions are confirmed to be a key driver 
of the fiscal stance, although their relevance has 
recently diminished; and iii) fiscal rules are associated 
with a more marked stabilising role for fiscal policy.

doEs slack inFluEncE puBlic and privatE laBour  
MarkEt intEractions?
AnA lAMO, EnRIQUE MORAl-BEnITO AnD JAvIER J. PéREZ

wORkInG PAPER nº 1605

we empirically analyse the impact of public employment 
and public wages shocks on private labour market 
outcomes by examining whether policies operate 
differently in periods of economic slack than in normal 
times. we use local projection methods and focus on 
the Spanish and euro area aggregate cases. we find 
that the degree of unemployment slack is key for 
determining: (i) whether public employment crowds out 
private employment, and (ii) the degree and extent of the 
influence of public wages on the private sector. In 
addition, we find that when fiscal consolidation is 
implemented at times of economic distress, public wage 
adjustment is to be preferred to public employment cuts 
when considering employment and GDP costs for the 

indicators of credit ‘intensity’ (where we propose the 
ratio of changes in credit to GDP), private sector debt 
sustainability, real estate prices and external imbalances 
can usefully complement the credit-to-GDP gap when 
taking CCB decisions in Spain. 

MultivariatE MoMEnts Expansion dEnsity: application 
oF thE dynaMic EQuicorrElation ModEl
TRInO-MAnUEl ñíGUEZ AnD JAvIER PEROTE

wORkInG PAPER nº 1602

In this study, we propose a new semi-nonparametric 
(SnP) density model for describing the density of 
portfolio returns. This distribution, which we refer to as 
the multivariate moments expansion (MME), admits 
any non-Gaussian (multivariate) distribution as its basis 
because it is specified directly in terms of the basis 
density’s moments. To obtain the expansion of the 
Gaussian density, the MME is a reformulation of the 
multivariate Gram-Charlier (MGC), but the MME is much 
simpler and tractable than the MGC when positive 
transformations are used to produce well-defined 
densities. As an empirical application, we extend the 
dynamic conditional equicorrelation (DECO) model to 
an SnP framework using the MME. The resulting model 
is parameterized in a feasible manner to admit two-
stage consistent estimation, and it represents the 
DECO as well as the salient non-Gaussian features of 
portfolio return distributions. The in- and out-of-sample 
performance of a MME-DECO model of a portfolio of 
10 assets demonstrates that it can be a useful tool for 
risk management purposes.

hoW FirMs BorroW in intErnational Bond MarkEts: 
sEcuritiEs rEgulation and MarkEt sEgMEntation
AlBERTO FUERTES AnD JOSé MARíA SEREnA

wORkInG PAPER nº 1603

we investigate how firms in emerging economies choose 
among the different international bond markets: global, 
US144A and Eurobond markets. By exploiting the 
connection between the market of issuance and 
regulatory disclosure of information, we show that firms 
with poorer credit quality, less ability to absorb flotation 
costs and more informational asymmetries issue debt in 
US144A and Eurobond markets, where regulation is 
lighter and information is less public. On the contrary, 
firms issuing global bonds – subject to full SEC 
requirements – are financially sounder and larger. This 
exercise also shows that, following the global crisis, firms 
are more likely to tap less regulated debt markets. The 
results are supported by descriptive evidence, univariate 
non-parametric analyses, and conditional and multinomial 
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locational banking statistics (lBS) and consolidated 
banking statistics (CBS) -- and draw on examples to 
present the comparative advantages of each one in 
analysing developments in global banking. For instance, 
the former are particularly suited for assessing trends in 
international interbank markets. The latter allow for the 
analysis of global banks’ consolidated positions, in line 
with consolidation practices adopted in accounting and 
by banking supervisors.

rEsoluciÓn dE EntidadEs dE contrapartida cEntral: 
una aproxiMaciÓn En un Entorno postcrisis
víCTOR RODRíGUEZ QUEJIDO AnD JOSé MAnUEl PORTERO 

BUJAlAnCE

ESTABIlIDAD FInAnCIERA 29, nOvEMBER 2015, 47-61

This article presents an approach to the resolution 
framework for central counterparties (CCPs), which 
requires a specific focus responding to the special 
characteristics of their activity. The increasingly 
important role they play in financial transactions, 
following the new regulatory requirements and the now-
compulsory clearing of OTC derivatives, warrants 
attention to the potential systemic effects to which their 
particular exposure to risks and the possible breaches 
by their members might give rise. The authors review 
the characteristics that a resolution regime for these 
CCPs should display and the initiatives under way 
internationally. 

crEdit portFolios and risk WEightEd assEts:  
analysis oF EuropEan Banks
CARlOS TRUCHARTE ARTIGAS, CARlOS PéREZ MOnTES,  

MARíA ElIZABETH CRISTÓFOlI, AlEJAnDRO FERRER PéREZ  

AnD nADIA lAvín SAn SEGUnDO

ESTABIlIDAD FInAnCIERA 29, nOvEMBER 2015, 63-85

The authors analyse the data on credit exposures and 
risk weighted assets (RwAs) disclosed by the European 
Banking Authority as a result of the comprehensive 
assessment of European banks in 2014. They examine 
exposure volumes, RwAs and RwA densities of different 
sub-portfolios. They find that the internal ratings based 
(IRB) approach is extensively used in exposures to the 
private sector and that this usage is more intense in 
situations in which there is a greater reduction in RwA 
density with respect to the standardised approach (SA). 
There is significant variation across countries both in 
IRB use and in savings in terms of RwA density.

Spanish case, while public employment retrenchment 
would be a better policy tool for the euro area taken as 
a whole. we conjecture that differences in the degree of 
wage rigidities and the size of the unemployment pool 
may rationalise our findings. 

FiNANCiAl STABiliTy JOuRNAl

The Financial Stability Journal (Revista de Estabilidad 
Financiera) is published biannually by the Banco de 
España, with the aim of disseminating and participating 
in discussions on issues related to financial stability, 
with special emphasis on regulation and prudential 
supervision. Its board of editors comprises internal and 
external professionals. All articles appearing in the 
journal, which may be authored by Banco de España 
staff or researchers from other institutions, are refereed 
by at least one member of the board of editors.

El MEcanisMo Único dE supErvisiÓn y El papEl  
dE las autoridadEs nacionalEs
XAvIER TORRES

ESTABIlIDAD FInAnCIERA 29, nOvEMBER 2015, 9-28

This paper analyses the main characteristics of the 
Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM), paying particular 
attention to the role of the national competent 
authorities (nCAs) and to the challenges associated 
with the interaction between the ECB and these nCAs. 
The author highlights the importance of striking a 
balance between the advantages of a supranational 
approach and harnessing the experience of the nCAs, 
and of promoting an all-encompassing culture in which 
the staff of the nCAs play a role in keeping with their 
knowledge and experience. He also stresses the 
significance of moving towards the full harmonisation 
of supervisory practices.  

thE Bis intErnational Banking statistics:  
structurE and analytical usE
EMIlIO MUñOZ DE lA PEñA AnD ADRIAn vAn RIXTEl

ESTABIlIDAD FInAnCIERA 29, nOvEMBER 2015, 29-46

This study contributes to a better understanding of the 
international banking statistics compiled and published 
by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). The 
authors describe the two main sets of data available -- 
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thE puBlic sEctor pay gap in a sElEction oF Euro arEa 
countriEs in thE prE-crisis pEriod
R. GIORDAnO, D. DEPAlO, M. C. PEREIRA, B. EUGEnE,  

E. PAPAPETROU, J. J. PéREZ, l. REISS AnD M. ROTER

HACIEnDA PúBlICA ESPAñOlA / REvIEw OF PUBlIC ECOnOMICS 214,  

2015, 11-34.

truE vs. spurious long MEMory. soME thEorEtical 
rEsults and a MontE carlo coMparison
A. lECCADITO, O. RACHEDI AnD G. URGA

ECOnOMETRIC REvIEwS 34 (4),  

DECEMBER 2015, 11-34

coMMonalitiEs and cross-country spillovErs in 
MacroEconoMic-Financial linkagEs
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RECENT CONFERENCES
link to conFErEncEs pagE

conFErEncE in hoMagE oF josÉ luis Malo dE Molina
MADRID, 25 APRIl 2016

On April 25, the Banco de España organized a 
conference to honor José luis Malo de Molina, who 
retired in September, 2015 from his post as Director 
General of Economics, Statistics, and Research. Over 
his twenty-three years as DG, Mr. Malo de Molina 
confronted several turning points in European monetary 
history, including the breakdown of the Exchange Rate 
Mechanism in 1992-93, the introduction of the euro in 
1999-2002, and the recent financial crises.

Reflecting the issues he faced as DG, the conference 
addressed ongoing challenges in Spain and in the 
Eurozone. Former Governor Jaime Caruana (now 
General Manager of the Bank for International 
Settlements) headed a panel discussion on the 
Economic and Monetary Union. In the course of the 
discussion, Charles wyplosz (Geneva) advocated 
strengthening the no-bailout commitment in the 
Eurozone, while Tano Santos (Columbia) discussed  
the minimal institutions necessary for stability of the 
monetary union. The new Director General, Pablo 
Hernández de Cos, headed a second panel discussion 
on the challenges facing the Spanish economy, with 
key areas of concern including the banking system, 
labor markets, public finances, and productivity growth. 
Peter Praet, of the Executive Council of the ECB, 
delivered the keynote address for the conference.

nEWs and EvEnts

http://www.bde.es/bde/en/secciones/sobreelbanco/Conferencias/
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PROFilES 

pablO hERNáNdEz dE COS

Director General 
Economics, Statistics and Research

pEoplE

Pablo Hernández de Cos was appointed in 
September 2015 as Director General of Economics, 
Statistics, and Research at the Banco de España. 
Pablo is a macroeconomist specializing in the areas 
of public economics and fiscal policy. He began his 
career in the Research and Policy Analysis Divisions 
at the Banco de España, while simultaneously 
pursuing his doctorate in economics from the 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, which he 
completed in 2004. After several years as an Advisor 
to the Executive Board of the European Central 
Bank, Pablo returned to the Banco de España to 
lead the Policy Analysis Division from 2007 to 2015. 
Pablo’s research centers primarily on public finance 
and demographics, addressing topics such as the 
macroeconomic effects of fiscal policy, the impact of 
structural reforms, fiscal governance in a monetary 
union, and population health and ageing.

Ru: Pablo, you were recently appointed to lead 
the DgESR (Directorate general of Economics, 
Statistics, and Research), which is responsible for 
providing economic, financial, and statistical 
analysis to support the Banco de España’s policy 
work in the Eurosystem. what is your vision for 
the role of the DgESR? what is its job, and how 
can it best carry out that job?

Historically, the Banco de España has been 
recognized, both at home and internationally, for 
the quality of its research. I’ve been appointed to 
head the DGESR after more than two decades of 
leadership by the previous Director General, José 
luis Malo de Molina, who maintained the Banco de 
España’s reputation for analytical excellence even 
as its responsibilities grew and changed. 

Summarizing, I would point to three pillars that 
underlie the success of our research work: high-
quality human capital, analytical rigor, and 
institutional independence. Those three pillars need 
to remain in place as we move forward. But the 
structure of the DGESR dates back to the early days 
of euro adoption, and the last few years have 
brought huge new challenges for economic policy 
making in general, and central banking in particular. 
The challenges we face are new, many of the policy 
instruments under consideration are new, and much 
of the institutional environment is new too, especially 
in the context of the Eurozone. So we have to 
consider how we can adjust our own structure and 
procedures, and better assign our staff and 
resources, to best address our evolving 
responsibilities.

Ru: Perhaps we should step back for a moment 
and talk about goals. what is the purpose of 
research at a central bank, and how should it be 
organized to achieve its goals?

These changes in our policy environment illustrate 
why economic research is such an essential part of 
the work of a central bank. The economic 
environment evolves over time, the policy challenges 
evolve, the tools of economic and financial analysis 
evolve over time, and central banks need to develop 
strategies to respond adequately to those changes. 
For example, ten years ago, prior to the outbreak of 
the international financial crisis, economists 
debated whether monetary policy should respond 
to consumer price inflation only, or whether it should 
also react to financial asset prices, or other 
indicators of financial euphoria. Addressing a 
question like that requires familiarity with current 
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trends in financial markets, but also familiarity with 
trends in macroeconomic theory and in statistical 
methods, without forgetting economic history. That 
is expertise you don’t pick up from textbooks alone, 
and you certainly don’t achieve it just by passing a 
civil service exam. One of the best ways to stay 
deeply informed about the latest debates in finance 
and economics is to be directly involved in research 
on the frontiers of those disciplines. 

Research work at a central bank provides crucial 
backing for institutional positions on policy issues, 
and serves to identify risks and biases in forecasts. It 
is an essential way to keep up with state of the art in 
analytical and statistical tools. It helps ensure 
coherence of the central bank’s communication 
strategies, both with the public and with markets, 
policy makers, and researchers. It is an essential 
input to the development of the bank’s long-run 
strategies for policy-making, especially when new 
and unforeseen challenges arise. For example, central 
banks are now debating which macroprudential 
instruments are available to promote financial stability 
and avoid systemic risk in the future. That sort of 
question requires fresh thinking from first principles, 
which only research can provide.

Therefore, I believe the quality of our work as a 
whole is strengthened by hiring some staff whose 
major responsibility is to undertake independent 
economic research, to be published in peer-
reviewed international journals. These staff should 
be given the chance to establish their own agendas 
by devoting almost all of their time to research 
during their first two or three years at the bank. But 
gradually they should also move partly into policy 
responsibilities that take advantage of their areas of 
expertise. So for more than a decade, we have been 
hiring many new staff members through the 
international academic job market, rather than the 
traditional civil service examination system. I feel 
that these staff are having a tremendous impact on 
the quality of our analysis, both through their own 
work and via the dissemination of their knowledge 
and skills to the rest of the staff.

Ru: Soon after your appointment, you carried out 
a substantial shakeup and restructuring of the 
DgESR. 

yes, when I took up my post last September, the 
Banco de España Executive Commission asked me 
to analyze how the DGESR could be reorganized to 

reinforce its analytical and advisory capabilities. 
The restructuring is an attempt to respond to that 
mandate.

Ru: The changes are also motivated by a recent 
external evaluation of Banco de España research, 
aren’t they?

yes, in 2010 the Governor requested an outside 
evaluation of the Banco de España’s research output 
by a panel of independent academic experts. It was 
a prestigious group, headed by Prof. lucrezia 
Reichlin, formerly of the ECB, now at london 
Business School. The academics reviewed the 
impact of publications by our research staff, and 
conducted interviews with staff, both in the DGESR 
and in other Directorates of the bank, to assess the 
academic quality of our work as well as its role in our 
policy process. Our guidelines for the restructuring of 
the DGESR were in part motivated by the panel’s 
recommendations.

The panel’s assessment of research in the DGESR 
and in other Directorates was quite positive, but it 
identified a number of ways our governance could 
be improved to make our work more effective. They 
found that research work was perceived to be quite 
distant from policy analysis, and that researchers 
wanted a greater impact on the bank’s policy 
process. One major theme of the report was the 
idea that research and policy work can and should 
be complementary activities, and that the quality 
and the relevance of economic research can also 
be complements. Research benefits policy work by 
keeping human capital up to date, introducing the 
latest analytical tools, bringing fresh, independent 
thinking to policy debates, and by identifying 
problems and issues that might be neglected by 
the bank’s regular forecasting and analysis 
activities. At the same time, policy work can 
discipline and focus research by exposing 
researchers to questions of practical importance 
and relevant data sources, which can result in 
sharper theoretical and empirical models. So 
researchers who devote part of their time to policy 
tasks may publish more successfully than they 
would even with full-time dedication to research. 
Therefore the panel recommended a mix of policy 
and research responsibilities for all economics 
staff, varying according to individuals’ comparative 
advantages. And it recommended greater 
integration of policy and research tasks within each 
analytical division of the DGESR.
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On the other hand, policy work and research have 
very different rhythms. Briefings, forecasts, and 
regular publications must all be timely, and all 
benefit from direction by senior staff to identify 
questions and issues of practical relevance. 
Research projects may instead require a long time 
horizon, and benefit from the independent criteria of 
the researchers themselves, who may advance the 
methodological frontier or may perceive policy 
issues or risks that lie outside of current debates. It 
is also important to provide incentives for high-
quality research. Promotions should be based on 
research contributions as well as policy work. 
Research also needs to be made sufficiently visible, 
so that researchers receive recognition from their 
colleagues, both inside and outside of the bank—
the establishment of the Research Update was one 
initiative to improve visibility. we have also changed 
the format of our preparatory meetings prior to the 
Governing Council meetings on monetary policy in 
Frankfurt, calling on our researchers to participate 
and including presentations of recent related 
research. That is intended both to keep research 
staff informed and motivated about policy questions, 
and to invite research input when we take positions 
on policy issues.

Ru: So, tell us briefly about the restructuring of 
the DgESR. 

In our view, the previous structure which divided the 
research functions of the DGESR across two 
different departments, each containing several 
divisions, was excessively hierarchical and created 
unnecessary distance between staff involved in 
closely related tasks. The new structure eliminates 
the departments of Monetary and Financial Studies, 
and Economic Analysis and Forecasting, and 
reorganizes their staff into six divisions. Four of 
those divisions will have primary responsibility for 
the regular analytical tasks of the Banco de España:

– Conjunctural Analysis
– Structural Analysis
– Financial Analysis
– Monetary Policy and Euro Area

Two divisions will instead have a more methodological 
focus:

– Microeconomic Analysis
– Modelling and Macroeconomic Analysis

Those last two divisions will have a deeper research 
commitment than the other four, but all six divisions 
will have a mix of policy and research responsibilities. 
Together, these six divisions will all form part of the 
Associate Directorate General of Economics and 
Research (ADGER). By eliminating the intermediate 
dependence on department heads, we hope to 
foster collaboration between these six divisions, 
and to keep all their staff in close contact with 
Associate Director General Óscar Arce and myself. 

Besides eliminating hierarchies to make the DGESR 
more horizontal, we have also created two new posts 
at the rank of Division Head to facilitate coordination 
and collaboration within the ADGER. There will be a 
Forecast Coordination Division which will supervise 
the production of our economic forecasts and our 
quarterly reports, drawing on the work of staff in all 
divisions of the ADGER. There will also be an Internal 
Research Committee Coordinator who will oversee 
our research output, administering the working 
Papers and related series, and fostering cooperation 
across divisions to ensure that questions of current 
research interest are addressed, without excessive 
duplication.

with the same objective of achieving a more 
horizontal and integrated organization, we also plan 
to build research groups, which will each bring 
together staff from different divisions to focus on a 
particular research topic.

In summary, we are trying to achieve a more 
horizontal, less hierarchical structure that better 
links policy work with research work by increasing 
decentralization. 

Ru: how do these changes affect the rest of the 
Directorate, outside of the ADgER itself? 

Given the restructuring, the Directorate General 
now consists of four distinct parts. The largest part 
is the ADGER, dedicated to research, headed by 
Óscar Arce. 

Second, there is the Information Management 
Division, which handles our publications and our 
web pages. Third, there are units devoted to the 
Executive Coordinator for European Affairs, who will 
prepare for all our interactions with the ECB and the 
Eurosystem. In particular, they will support the 
Governor at the meetings of the Governing Council 
of the ECB. Fourth, there is the Statistics Department, 
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which I believe functions well in its current structure 
but is facing pressure from ever-increasing 
information demands. So in the future we will be 
taking a closer look at the statistics we produce, and 
at the resources that the Statistics Department 
requires. The same changes that have led us to 
reshape the ADGER are also multiplying the 
statistical requests we receive from other institutions, 
and motivating us to build up our statistics from a 
more granular, microeconomic level, which requires 
more infrastructure and improved data processing. 

Ru: Now that you have realigned the Directorate, 
what do you see as our key research priorities in 
the near term?

One priority of the restructuring is to concentrate 
our efforts and exploit synergies among our staff as 
we update our macroeconomic model suite, both 
on the side of short-run forecasting, and on the 
side of developing quantitative structural models 
for macroeconomic simulations. likewise, we 

should work on new models, with links to macro 
and micro data, for the evaluation of public policies. 
Another major area of concern is a better analysis 
of long-run trends in the Spanish economy, 
including the effects of the regulatory framework 
and the institutional environment on productivity 
and competitiveness, which requires us to bring 
together detailed knowledge of the Spanish 
economy with macroeconomic modeling expertise. 
we also need to strengthen our capacity for 
monitoring and analyzing macrofinancial trends 
and macroprudential policy. Finally, I would say it is 
also important to have the ability to carry out our 
own analysis of monetary policy and governance in 
Europe, and its implications for the Spanish 
economy, so that we can influence policy decisions 
at the European level.

rEsEarch pagE: 
http://www.bde.es/investigador/en/menu/research_staff_a/
hernandez_de_cos__pablo.html

http://www.bde.es/investigador/en/menu/research_staff_a/Hernandez_de_Cos__Pablo.html
http://www.bde.es/investigador/en/menu/research_staff_a/Hernandez_de_Cos__Pablo.html
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JESpER pEdERSEN
Advisor, Economic Research
Danmarks Nationalbank

jEspEr pEdErsEn is visiting the Modelling Unit of DG 
Economics, Statistics and Research, from January to 
June, 2016. He specialises in the builiding and 
estimation of DSGE models. Jesper obtained his 
Ph.D in Economics from the University of Copenhagen 
in 2008, and he holds an M.Sc in Economics and 
Finance from the University of york and an M.Sc  
in Economics from Copenhagen. He has published in 
the Journal of International Economics and in the 
Journal of International Money and Finance.

Jesper has also been external lecturer at the 
University of Copenhagen. He has previously 
worked at the Danish Economic Council, at private 
banks, and at the Ministry of Finance. Jesper is a 
permanent member of the ECB working group on 
econometric modelling.

ViSiTiNg FEllOwS

Mihály TaMáS bORSi
PhD, Univ. of Alicante

MihÁly taMÁs Borsi is visiting the Banco de España  
from October 2015 until June 2016. He obtained his 
undergraduate degree from the Corvinus University 
of Budapest in 2009, and completed his PhD in 
Economics at Universidad de Alicante in 2015. During 
the course of his doctoral studies, he has held visiting 
positions at the Deutsche Bundesbank, the Magyar 
nemzeti Bank (Central Bank of Hungary), and the 
Paris School of Economics.

Mihály’s main research interests include economic 
policy, macro-financial linkages, and labor economics. 
His research at the Banco de España investigates the 
role of finance in explaining labor market dynamics.  

In particular, he applies a local projections approach 
to assess the impact of changes in key financial 
variables, such as private credit and property prices, 
on labor market performance in a cross-country 
analysis. In another ongoing project, he uses a state-
dependent model to study the macroeconomic 
effects of government spending across the credit 
cycle. He has also worked on the topic of European 
economic integration, by analyzing the evolution of 
per capita real income convergence in the European 
Union within a non-linear latent factor framework.

rEsEarch pagE:  
http://www.sites.google.com/site/borsimihaly/
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The Associate Directorate General for Economics 
and Research (ADGER) has identified three priority 
areas of analysis for 2016, as follows.

1  spanish economy: RecoveRy, financing  
and medium-teRm gRowth

The ongoing process of recovery and structural 
adjustment in the Spanish economy brings up a 
number of issues of concern: the influence of 
economic and political uncertainty on agents’ 
decisions and on the macroeconomy; household 
deleveraging and its effects on consumption; firms’ 
financial situation and its impact on hiring and 
investment; hysteresis in the labor market; business 
demographics; and the evolution of the external 
sector, with special attention to exports. There are 
also a number of priority issues related to Spanish 
financial markets: the functioning of public and 
private debt markets in Spain and in Europe; the 
relationship between interest rates and bank 
margins; alternatives to bank financing for business; 
and the development of models that would 
endogenize the probability of crises in banking or in 
other financial markets.

2 economic policy

The second block includes a number of issues in 
monetary policy: the effects of public debt purchase 
programs on interest rates; the macroeconomic 
effects of unconventional monetary policy measures 
in general; and the determinants of inflation 
expectations. The nexus between monetary policy 
and financial stability, and monetary transmission in 
contexts with financially heterogeneous households 
and firms, are also questions of current relevance. 

Regarding public finances, the key themes include 
public debt sustainability; pensions sustainability; 
the recent effects of fiscal rules in Spain; and fiscal 
policy in the Spanish Autonomous Communities. In 
terms of structural policies, priorities for study 
include the effectiveness of credit access reforms; 
reform of the bankruptcy law, including proposals 
for a “second chance” to promote entrepreneurship; 
the determinants of retirement and labor 
participation; inflation consequences of competition 
in products markets; and the determinants of 
productive specialization in the Spanish economy. 
Finally, regarding EU governance, topics of interest 
include possibilities for Fiscal Union, or for 
coordination of fiscal policies, or for delegation of 
fiscal instruments in the European context.

3 methodology

The third block includes various projects involving 
individual heterogeneity in macroeconomic models, 
with attention to inequality of income, wealth, debt 
and consumption capacity; the response of 
indebted households to job loss; and assessing the 
financial knowledge of the Spanish population. It 
also includes projects intended to deepen and 
extend the suite of survey tools and macroeconomic 
models in regular use in the ADGER: updating the 
Spanish Survey of Household Finances (EFF) and 
the Quarterly Model of the Banco de España 
(MTBE), including its credit equations block; 
developing a long-term alternative to the Banco de 
España’s general equilibrium macroeconomic 
model BEMOD; and developing a long-run 
overlapping-generations growth model to analyze 
demographic changes and their interactions with 
productivity growth.

RESEARCH PRIORITIES 
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CAllS FOR PAPERS

call For papErs: ii jornada dE historia EconÓMica
MADRID, 6 OCTOBER, 2016

DEADlInE: 30 MAy, 2016

On October 6, 2016, the Banco de España will host its 
second “Jornada de Historia Económica”. The workshop 
will feature studies in economic history, including those 
carried out by current holders of economic history 
research grants from the Banco de España, as well as 
contributions from other authors. Researchers wishing 
to present at the conference should send a paper or an 
extended abstract to conferencias@bde.es prior to May 
30, 2016.

4th World Bank – Banco dE EspaÑa rEsEarch 
conFErEncE: laBor MarkEts: groWth, productivity 
and inEQuality
MADRID, 16-17 JUnE 2016

This conference, sponsored by the Banco de España 
and the world Bank, will take place at the Banco de 
España headquarters in Madrid, on June 16 and 17, 
2016. The goal of the conference is to bring together 
academics and policy makers to discuss labor market 
dynamics and their relation with growth.

joint Banco dE EspaÑa / BarcElona gsE policy WEEk: 
Fiscal sustainaBility: xxi cEntury
MADRID, 6-8 JUnE 2016; BARCElOnA, 9-10 JUnE 2016

In June, the Banco de España and the Barcelona 
Graduate School of Economics are jointly organizing a 
pair of conferences under the title “Fiscal Sustainability: 
XXI Century”. After several decades in which 
macroeconomists largely ignored default risk in 
advanced economies, fiscal sustainability has suddenly 
returned to the forefront of policy concern in the 
aftermath of recent global financial crises. Ensuring 
fiscal sustainability is especially important in the context 
of European institutional reform. The Joint Policy week 
will bring together researchers from academics and from 
policy institutions to address topics including the 
measurement of fiscal sustainability, fiscal rules and 
other mechanisms for enforcing long-run budget 
balance, and the interaction of monetary, fiscal, and 
financial stability policies in macroeconomic models, 
with special attention to Europe. The first event, at the 
Banco de España in Madrid, will focus especially on 
applied policy questions, and will feature keynote 
lectures by Athanasios Orphanides (MIT) and Enrique 
Mendoza (Univ. of Pennsylvania), as well as a policy 
panel. The second event, which forms part of the 
Barcelona GSE Summer Forum, will focus on the latest 
academic work on monetary and fiscal policy 
interactions.  

announcEMEnts

uPCOmiNg CONFERENCES
link to conFErEncEs pagE

http://www.bde.es/bde/en/secciones/sobreelbanco/Conferencias/
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